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Recovery of the paretic upper limb after stroke is one of the main concerns of
patients and of caregivers. Recent research dealing with motor recovery after
stroke show that today many clinical and instrumental indexes could help the
clinician to delineate an early, and sufficiently accurate, prognosis of the recovery
potential of the paretic upper limb. Studies on the time-course of upper limb
recovery generally show that there is a relatively narrow window (some months)
for recuperation. On the other hand, studies dealing with constraint-induced-
movement-therapy in patients with stroke show that after an intensive training
a clinically relevant recovery may be achieved even years after stroke. The
presentation will discuss the neural basis of upper limb recovery in patients with
stroke and the prospective of training-induced recovery.
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The aim of this review is to present some concepts and experimental data about
the development of manual tasks and postural control from infancy to adoles-
cence. Head and trunk are two key segments to organize postural control in most
manual activities, such as reaching, pointing, lifting, and tracing. In addition,
trunk orientation also serves as a reference frame for the control of accurate
movements of the upper limbs. We have developed a functional approach of
motor development based on a gradual mastering of coordination, adaptation
and anticipation control in the course of ontogenesis. It was possible to explore
the slow maturation of the anticipatory control, as assessed by the bimanual load-
lifting task, which engaged a postural arm, supporting the load, and a motor arm,
lifting the load. Our studies confirm that the control of the temporal parameters is
a key element in the maturation of the anticipatory function and in the construc-
tion of a new coordination between posture and movement. Studies on cerebral
investigations subtending the development of manual dexterity should enable us
to establish a link between brain development and its functional outcomes. This
would shed new light on rehabilitation of paediatric patients with neurologic
disorders.
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Objective.– In this observational study, we aimed to investigate the time-related
changes in motor performance of the ipsilesional upper-limb using clinical and
kinematic longitudinal assessments in subacute stage.
Methods.– Nineteen stroke patients (mean age 62.9) were systematically
included within one-month post-stroke. Clinical (Box and Block test, Nine Hole
Peg test) and kinematic assessments were conducted once a week for six weeks
and three months after inclusion. We used a 3D-motion recording system dur-
ing a reach-to-grasp task to analyze movement smoothness, movement time
and peak velocity of the ipsilesional hand. As a control group, 9 age-matched
healthy volunteers performed both clinical and kinematic evaluation within a
single session.
Results.– Recovery of ipsilesional motor function, as expressed by prehension
capacities, increased over recovery (P < .01) and then leveled off after 6 weeks of
standard rehabilitation. At study discharge, ipsilesional upper-limb of patients
demonstrated similar clinical scores as controls (P > .05), but their reaching
movements were not as smooth (P = .04).
Conclusion.– Our findings provide evidence that ipsilesional motor function
remains impaired at least three months after stroke, even if clinical tests fail
detecting it. Focusing on this lasting ipsilesional impairment could be of interest
to understand specific neural network of ipsilesional upper-limb.
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